A novel mesophase formed by top-shaped molecules in the bulk and unsupported thin films: a molecular dynamics study.
We have used molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the ordering of top-shaped molecules in bulk phases and in unsupported thin films. Each rigid anisotropic molecule was composed of 11 Lennard-Jones interaction centers (beads). In an attempt to enhance the nematic stability in preference to smectic, the three central beads were assigned a larger Lennard-Jones diameter than the tail beads, giving the molecule a shape resembling a top. The molecular model was found to exhibit an unusual bulk mesophase with long-range orientational order and with molecular center-of-mass positions arranged in parallel interdigitated layers, with layer spacing smaller than half the length of the long axis of a molecule. However, despite the toplike molecular shape, no nematic phase was observed in the pressure range studied. Unsupported films of the isotropic liquid were cooled in order to locate a triple point between the novel mesophase, vapor, and isotropic liquid. At temperatures slightly above the triple point, enhanced surface ordering of molecules was found to occur in the unsupported film. At temperatures slightly below the triple point, the preferred molecular alignment in the unsupported film was parallel to the interface, in violation of arguments that have been proposed based on the relative enthalpies of various cleavage planes for close-packed structures.